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NetJets  is  helping its  owners  be more charitable. Image credit: NetJets
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Private aviation firm NetJets is extending a partnership that allows clients to help others while they take to the skies.

NetJets is enhancing its decades-long support Corporate Angel Network (CAN), a charitable organization that
arranges free travel on corporate aircraft for cancer patients, so they may access the best care. Now, owners can
purchase a 25-hour NetJets Corporate Angel Card and the aviation firm will contribute one flight hour to patients
receiving treatment.

Angels in the sky
For more than 20 years, NetJets has worked with CAN by making travel arrangements but has built on the relationship
in recent years.

In 2018, NetJets increased the number of flights for patients by matching owners' flight-hour donations up to 50 hours
annually. Between 2018 and 2020, owners donated almost 180 flights, including more than 200 flight hours in 2020
alone.

CAN has completed more than 900 flights for more than 300 patients since the start of the pandemic.
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CAN works  with adult and pediatric cancer patients  traveling to receive treatment. Image credit: Corporate Angel Network

The new NetJets Corporate Angel Card also offers owners additional benefits. These include access to the Citation
XLS for all flights under three-and-a-half hours, 365 days of guaranteed access to the NetJets fleets and only 10 hours'
notice to fly on non-peak days.

"We're thrilled to continue our relationship with Corporate Angel Network through our Corporate Angel Card," said
Pat Gallagher, president of sales, marketing and service at NetJets, in a statement. "It's  an excellent cause that is
close to the hearts of our owners and NetJets as a whole, and the partnership is one that helps us further our
commitments to the greater good through our philanthropic and sustainability pledges."

Last fall, NetJets expanded its global sustainability program as its owners look to pare back their carbon footprint
even further.

The aviation firm will be purchasing enough sustainable aviation fuel (SAF) to account for all flights out of San
Francisco, where the fuel supply is located, and its home base of Columbus, OH. NetJets will also offset its  carbon
emissions on administrative and training flights in the United States (see story).
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